Examining students ' roles
on committees at the College

GROUPLOVE PERFORMS AT COLLEGE

By TARINI HARDDCAR
NEWS STAFF

COURTESY OF ELISE OZAROWSKI

The Knocks, The Saints of Valory and Grouplove performed to a crowded Page Commons, Saturday, November 16.

SPB adds events to Loudnessschedule
By GRIFFIN METTO
ASST. NEWS EDITOR

Following the first Loudness
of the semester, during which 11
students were hospitalized for
alcohol-related issues, the Student Programming Board (SPB)
and the Administration have been
looking for ways to make the
Loudness schedule safer for the
Colby community.
"[The Administration] determined that the structure of Loudness facilitates binge drinking,"
SPB co-President Alex Gucinski

'14 said. Gucinski and SPB CoPresident Alexis Tischbein '14 said
that addressing the drinking issue
provides an opportunity for SPB to
better fulfill their dual role of helping students have fun while also
keeping them safe.
The pair stressed that changes
to Loudness will not take anything
away from the experience and that
the Administration did not force
them to make any changes to the
schedule that they do not want to
make. They added that the new
schedule will not be much different
from what they had planned, as they
would not have scheduled another

concert so close to the Grouplove
event last weekend.
Gucinski and Tischbein are focusing their changes on the 8 p.m.
to 10 p.m. time frame, during which
many students "pre-game" by drinking excessively before attending
organized events. According to Gucinski, there will be "three to four
different alternative activities" each
night during the upcoming Loudness to give students something
else to do. He and Tischbein will
monitor attendance at their events

and reduces substance abuse." As
stated by Deputy Chief Charles
Rumsey of the Waterville Police,
"That grant money, and the taskforce, and the people assembled to
conduct that task force is not just
enforcement, it 's not a situation of
receiving grant money and then deciding to go out and bust kids drinking alcohol. That is one portion of
what happens, but there are also education and prevention components
that go along with that." He also
noted the yearly survey that Maine
students fill out that has pointed to a
decrease in alcohol consumption by
minors as well as an increase in the
belief that police will catch those
who attempt to do so. As such,
while the finances the state provides
for the express purpose of curbing
underage drinking puts police on a
collision course with College students both over and under 21 , it 's
also clear that the initiatives are not
limited to students of the College.
The complaint that local police
should be busy punishing "real
criminals " brushes aside the fact

that the state has demonstrated its
desire to see law enforcement take
an active role in policing liquor
laws by providing funding to local
police departments.
While students lack a legal basis
for questioning whether or not these
officers are acting within their designated purview, the consistency
with which off-campus parties have
been busted has led some to question whether local law enforcement
officers are targeting Colby students.
When examining the number of
Colby students who have received
summonses for alcohol related
offenses, the increase is staggeringly apparent. During the 2008-09
school year, one student was issued
a summons for an alcohol related
offense. The next two years saw 16
and 29 more students receive summonses. Since then , Colby students
have been summonsed 130 times in
2011-12 , 139 times in 2012-13, and
39 times to date this year.

See SPB, Rage 3

P.D.targets underagedrinking
By LUCAS KOLCOYNE
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

A perceived spike in the efforts
by local police to curb underage
drinking has led many among the
College student body to believe thai
they are being specifically targeted.
Since the formation of The Northern Kennebec Underage Drinking
Task Force in 2008 by Waterville ,
Winslow, Oakland, Fairfield, and
the Kennebec Sheriffs, local police have taken full advantage of
the money the State of Maine provides to discourage minors from
drinking alcohol. Since Jan. 2012.
Waterville Police Department has
issued 299 summonses to area
minors for underage drinking and
other related offenses.
The Northern Kennebec Underage Drinking Task Force owes its
creation to Youth Matter, a local
organization whose stated goal is
"to measurably improve the lives
of area children and youth through
community collaboration that promotes positive youth development

See BUSTS. Page 10

Student and college committees are both important
channels of decision making
on campus. These committees ,
some entirely
student-run ,
others run by faculty and the
Administration with students
on them , each focus on one
component of the academic
and extracurricular experience
on the Hill. Some of these ,
like the College Affairs Committee (CAC) and the Academic Affairs Committee (AAC),
include many members of the
Administration , while committees like the Housing and
Facilities Advisory Committee (HFAC) are Student Government Association (SGA)affiliated. Despite the student
presence on these committees,
the importance of student participation , the training students receive for these roles
and the productivity of the
committees themselves are not
equal across the board .
While it is compulsory for
every SGA member (dorm
presidents , class presidents ,
executive board members and
non-voting m e m b e r s ) to be on
a committee , other members
of the committees are selected
through an application process
open to the entire campus.
"A major part of my role is

to evaluate these applications
and select new members ,"
SGA Administrative Assistant
Kelsey Cromie *14 said. "This
year, the number of applications was equal to the number of positions available. So,
there were no rejections. But 1
believe that every student who
applied had the ability to represent the student body. They
had very nice applications. I
wouldn 't have chosen them
otherwise."
So far, new members on
these committees have had
varying experiences. Some
students , like Dylan Cincotta
'17 , a member of the CAC , received their first choice committee assignments and have
no complaints. "The CAC was
my first preference. We meet
every week for an hour and
discuss college policy, " he
said. However , Class of 2017
Co-President Ernie AguiiarArizmendi , a member of the
Multicultural Affairs Committee , has been disappointed by
the fact That his committee has
not met yet. "I , along with another member in SGA on this
committee , have still not gotten any word from whoever is
r u n n i n g this committee. Therefore , we never have anything
to report back to our SGA informal meetings ," he said.
See COMMITTEE. Page 10
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Learning Differences Fair
provides study information
By MICHAEL SHEPARD
NEWS STAFF
On Nov. 12. the Learning
Difference Task Force held
their Learning Difference Fair
in the Pugh Center. According
to Anna Spencer " 1 6. one of the
event organizers ,
"The goal of the
fair was to help
build a community around people
who identify as
having
learning
differences.
but
also to provide an
for
opportunity
all Colby students
to learn some new
study and organizational
tips. "
The attendees included professors , l i b r a r i a n s
and other students. Spencer
said she "was pleased to see
Students and faculty coming together in one space to converse
about the best ways to study
and research. "
A c c o r d i n g to Spencer, the
h i g h l i g ht of the fair w a s Assistant Professor of Psychology
Jen Coane ' s p r e s e n t a t i o n on
memory research f i n d i n g s and
applied effective
study strateg ies.
Coane
began
by
discussing
metacogflition,
w h i c h is "knowing
what
you
know. "
Coan
explained
that
metacognition
is i m p o r t a n t for
academic success
because
awareness is key to
k n o w i n g whether one needs to
keep s t u d y i n g or n o t . She added that w i t h o u t solid metacognition , one is more likely to
m i s j u d g e his or her k n o w l e d g e
and fail to stud y for the right
a m o u n t of time.
In the next part of the discussion . Coane covered some
effective means of l e a r n i n g .
She first discussed generating

m n e m o n i c s and how developing your own is better t h a n using a ""classic" one because it
is more d i f f i c u l t and requires
more a t t e n t i o n .
The next finding Coane discussed was how organizing
material randomly is better for
learning than chunking or grouping oy similarities.
She said that if
one were trying to
memorize different
painter styles for
art history, the best
way to study them
would be to mix
the different artists ' paintings together rather than
group all of the
paintings by artist.
Next ,
Coane
looked
at
the
exam review methods of cramming versus spacing study
sessions and pointed out that
spacing is better even when
total study time is the same.
Another beneficial method of
learning is testing w h i c h can
improve m e m o r y of material
up to 400 percent. This is referred to in psychology as a
desirable d i f f i c u l t y because
a l t h o u g h it is c h a l l e n g i n g , trying to retrieve
the
information
increases
retention Some of the
other adv a n t a g e s
are that it forces
self-assessment ,
thus strengthening
metacognition and m a k i n g
it easier to learn
new i n f o r m a t i o n .
O v e r a l l , Coane
suggested
that
self-testing is an i m p o r t a n t
means of absorbing i n f o r m a tion and that doing so in a balanced way makes study time
more effectivel y. The advice
offered in the talk was just one
more resource for students to
u t i l i z e and part of t h e great
n e t w o r k of support for learning differences evidenced by
the fair.

Coane began
by discussing
metacognition,
which is
"knowing what
you know."
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The attendees
included
professors ,
librarians and
other students.
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Going Green:
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in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) certified buildings; however, there are trade-offs that
come with makingthesemassivecampusbuildings
environmentally-friendly. While the College strives
towardsthe highest Gold and Silver LEED certifications, Director of the Physical Plant Department
Pat Whitneypointed out the difficulty of achieving
LEEDcertification.
Whitney, a LEED accredited professional, discussed howcost often gets in the way of attaining
the highest level of certification. "lb get to Gold,
it does typically require a greater push.For example, in some of the smaller RobertsBow buildings,
mere were lots of additional control systems tor
heatingand cooling that cost a lot of money.If you
were to try and do it on a larger building,it would
be very expensive.*
The Silver level of certification is more attainable for the campus. LEED often allots points for
smaller, less efficient components to pushprojects
up to the next level. To get to Silver, you need
to add a little money, but it's not ridiculous. We
have file green power, we're pretty good with the
recycling, the education, the green cleaning, so we
havethe standards that get us pretty close to Silver.
Then you start looking for the extras," Whitney
said. Some of the extras for which LEED can give
points include education kiosks, which use more
energy than they're worth, bike racks which may
not be utilized and educational pamphlets that
waste paper. Though these extras sound like they
could be beneficial to the campus, the fact that
they can be the determining factors in LEED certification calls into question its legitimacy.
Cutting down on energy is also often compromised in somebuildingsgiven the sorts of programs
required on a college campus. Whitney disclosed
that thisissue occurs in the Schair-Swenson-Watson
Alumni Center on campus. "In the Schair-SwensonWatson Building, which has the public corning in
for events, we had to have carbon detection. What
it does, is when you have a lot of people in there for
an event, the sensors will bring on more air flow,
which is really good for quality,but what does it do
for energy?" she said.
The College incorporates as many sustainable
principles as possible given the size of the campus, without giving up the components of a comfortable work environment "In the 1970s, people
were very focused on energy. They started making these very tight buildings. Windows didn 't
open, they were controlled, heavily insulated, and
they started getting what's called 'sick building
syndrome.' The buildings were so tight that they
didn't breathe. So there's always a balance. If you
go too far on the energy side, you can create other
problems," Whitney said.
In many ways this highlights the key issues
bound up within the push to build a greener campus. The LEED certification offers places like the
College incentive to reduce their footprint on the
environment, but it comes with the weighty challenge of balancingthat with the comfort of the people spending their days in these buildings.

October 2013
Charge:
Underage possession/consumption of
alcohol (beer or wine) [ 1 st offense]

Quantity:
20

Sanction:
Disciplinary Warning

Underage possession/consumption of
alcohol (beer or wine) [2nd offense]

3

Disciplinary Probation (one semester)

Underage possession/consumption of
alcohol (beer or wine) [4th offense]

1

Suspension

Possession/consumption of hard alcohol
[1st offense]

4

Permanent Hard Alcohol Disciplinary
Probation

Fire safety violation (candle)

1

$300.00 fine

Theft

5

Restitution and Disciplinary Probation

Vandalism

2

Disciplinary Probation and Restitution

SPB assesses Loudness schedule
From SPB. Page 1

to gauge students' interest.
Tischbein acknowledged that
"the Administration is somewhat
discouraging dances," especially
the traditional ones involving a
DJ. In order to change the culture
around dances, SPB will be bringing live bands to events in the future. "We think with a live band it 's
a much more positive atmosphere ,"
Tischbein said.
Assistant Director of Campus
Life Sam Helm said, "The impetus [for the Loudness changes]
was more the Administration , but
the plan came from [Student Government Association (SGA) and
SPB]." Helm said that the Senior
Associate Dean of Students and Director of Campus Life Jed Wartman

spoke about ways to "clean Loudness up." In doing so, they considered the dance-concert model and
tried to determine if there were better alternatives.
SPB asked students if they enjoyed the presence of the live band
at Fall Formal and received mostly
positive responses. "Everyone said
overall they enjoyed having a live
band there," Gucinski said. Tischbein said that changes to the Loudness schedule give SPB a chance to
reach out to more students without
taking anything away from what
people like about the tradition.
Overall , both co-presidents said
that working with administrators
on reducing dangerous drinking has
been a good experience, because
the need for changes has challenged
them to come up with new events.
"Ultimately, we think that 's more

exciting anyway," Gucinski said.
Campus Life capped the number of dances SPB can plan each
semester at four. "If you're thinking about things in terms of attendance , dances are low risk and
very high reward ," Helm said. "If
you 're thinking in terms of quality, dances are very low risk , very
low reward. " He explained that the
cap has less to do with the drinking culture and is more related to
planning creative weekend activities on campus.
Gucinski and Tischbein continue to work with the SPB General Board on new ideas for the
upcoming Loudness and others in
the future. They hope that these
new ideas will not onl y keep students safe but also make Loudness
more enjoyable for a larger group
of students.

COLBY JAZZ BAND PERFORMS

CATHEBlf.E WALKER JACKS THE COLQV ECMC

Kate MucNttniee suns' with the Colby JtU2 Bunii til their show. MissingPieces.November 9. in Given Amlilornim

New program fosters environmental activism
By ANH UONG
NEWS STAFF

As winter rapidly approaches and heaters begin to roar to
life , students and (acuity on the
Hillare looking for new ways
to promote green initiatives on
campus. The College strives to
maintain its title as a "green "
school by g i v i n g students the
opportunity to take part in protecting the env tronment. Students are taught to think more
consciousl y about the environment thoug h the rigorous environmental studies program ,
academic labs , hikes in the arboretum , service projects and
clubs. In addition, many students h a v e launched changes in
policies regarding s t a i n a b i l i t y
and conservation.
This year marks the beginning of a new campus initiative ,
EcoReps , led by students who
aims to promote a cleaner , ecofnendl y environment , both within
dorms and across campus. Each
dorm or set of dorms is assi gned
one student representative to introduce programs for sustainability and raise awareness of efficient ways to utilize resources.
Oak Professor of Biolog ical Sciences and Environmental
Studies program director Russell
Cole spearheaded the creation
of the organization. With Cole 's
help, EcoReps was able to collaborate with Campus Life and
the environmental studies de-

partment. With the introduction
of a new sustainability coordinator , Kevin Bright , the project
has begun to foster interests in
environmental studies while encouraging conservation across
campus. Bright meets with the
EcoReps on a monthly basis to
brainstorm new projects. He
guides the team and gives input on their ideas and progress.
In order to become a part of the
club , prospective EcoReps went
throug h a typical interviewing
process that demonstrated their
interest in the program as well
as their passion for fixing environmental problems and creating
change on campus.
Through dorm meetings and
by individually talking to students , EcoReps hope to spread
the message of "being green "
while also establishing the program on campus. Each EcoRep
works individuall y with dorm
residents to teach proper rccy lcing and find efficient ways
of using their resources. These
students want others to be proactive about protecting the env i r o n m e n t and realizing the
consequences of their actions.
Shannon Oleynik * 16 , Dana 's
EcoRep, referred to her work as
fostering a "day-to-day basis of
being as green as possible. "
In addition to attending to her
dorm , Oleynik is working on a
research project on waste audit.
She and her partner Lydia Henderson '16 collected trash from
the AMS , East Quad and West

Quad dorm s and looked at how
much waste was produced over
the weekend. With the help of
student volunteers , they went
through each trash bag and sorted out which items in the trash
could have be recycled , separating garbage from what was
reusable. Throug h this project ,
Oleynik hoped to physically
show how much waste students
produce in order to make them
more conscious of the items
they dispose.
While Oleynik focuses more
on research projects , Tanya Kurieishi '17 , one of the Hillside
EcoReps , deals with hands-on
projects. "It 's not an easy job ,"
she said , "There are so many
projects that require talking to
people , organizing events , and
a lot of multitasking. " Kureishi
is devoted to the program and
is excited to resurface a movement surrounding being environmentally friendl y. "What 's
the point of wasting anything ?"
she asked.
Kureishi
participated
in
sustainability-related and environmental clubs throughout
high school. She is currently
working on a campus wide shoe
drive , bottle drive and a clothes
drive. With the shoe drive , Kureishi hopes to create a connection between Colby and Pakistan , her home country. After
collecting used shoes, Kureishi
will sort through them and give
the shoes that are beyond repair
to Nike , who will recycle them

COURTESYOFTANK* KUREISH

TanyaKureishi '17 is a memberqfEcoReps anda greenrepresentative
f o rHillside.
by grinding the shoes down to
be used for playground equi pment . However , for the shoes
that are still in good condition ,
Kureishi will donate them to a
small Pakistani village that will
hand them out to young children
in need.
Since the project is in its early stages, the EcoReps have not
seen a profound effect within
dorms or across campus. However, "slowly small things will

happen and we will see a huge
difference by the end of the
year," Kureishi
confidently
said. "By asking people to recycle we make them more aware
of how much they consume. "
Oleynik agreed , remarking on
how "Colby is green because of
the students. There are a lot of
things Colby can do in terms of
recycling but the students must
grasp the situation and take it
into their own hands."

WHO'S WHO: ANNIKA MOLINE '14

Student EMT, singer and Anthropology major
By ELISA RASCIA
NEWS STAFF

Annika Moline '14 does it all.
From singing in an a cappella group
to leading Colby Outdoors Orientation Tnps (COOT), to volunteering
as an EMT, Moline has spent the
past four years on the Hill immersing
herself in a variety of extracurricular
activities.
As an anthropology major who is
also taking medical school requirements. Moline is used to the surprised
reactions people have when she tells
them about her academic workload.
However, their reactions do not faze
her: "I like stuff dial doesn 't go together," Moline said. She believes
that everything tits together, and rinding the right balance between seemingl y polar opposites is "what sets
you apart from other people. "
Moline has known that she
wanted to go into medicine since
the beginning of her first year at the
College when , as an overeager firstyear, she signed up to take the Emergency Medical Technician (EMT)
framing class for JanPlan , a rigorous introductory course that trains
students to become volunteer EMTs
~ . ,!, . /-„ll„..„ I ««* Ail I M 1i
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justice, Moline traveled to multiple
countries including Brazil and South
Africa, where she compared the different health systems and how they
serve their respective populations, the
effects of low-income versus highincome populations and public versus
private health care.
She is planning on
taking two years off
after she graduates
this spring to continue her pursuit of public health advocacy.
In addition to academic engagements,
Moline is also a
member of EVE and
plays a major role
in the group's current transition from
an ethnic group to a
global one. As one
of the oldest female
a cappella groups
EVE was originally
formed with the goal
of being a group that celebrated different cultures and performed songs
in different languages.
Moline explains that now the word
"ethnic" doesn't carry the same connotation today as it did 20 years ago
when the group was founded.

the college's beloved outdoor orientation trips for first-years. Like most
of the students on the Hill , Moline
had an awe-inspiring experience on
COOT, which she credits to her orientation leaders. Inspired by them,
and fueled by her desire to return the
favor, Moline has led
tnps every year since
her sophomore year.
Looking at the
variety of activities
that Moline participates in, the amount
of time that she dedicates to the College
and her work within
public health, it is
easy to wonder how
she does it all. Ever
the anthropologist,
Moline
explains,
"Sometimes I ask
myself why I do so
much," but she modestly believes that,
"Everyone
[else]
does more than me. Moline has
found that by stumbling through her
passions, she has carried with her a
magnitude of diverse activities and
interests. Moline 's love for her various interests has facilitated the ease
with which she fills her free time

[Moline]
compared
the different health
systems and
how they
serve their
respective
populations.

ANGELIC CRITEVTHE COUW ECHO

Annika Moline 14 loves to involveherself tn a varietyof extracurricularactivities
came one of the five student EMT
officers who manage the program.
As an officer , Moline is responsible
for taking one 24-hour shift a week
and rotates this duty on weekends

This past spring and summer,
Moline studied abroad through the
School for International Training
(SIT)'s International Honors Program
<IHP). Pulling from both her interest

Student finds harmony
The Colby Strippers provide support
and resources for diabetics on campus in music and language
ByCARUJAFF

By CARLI JAFF

A new club has surfaced at the College with a deceptive name but a clear
goal. The Colby Strippers, founded by
Erik Douds ' 14, is a new club that provides students and faculty with diabetes
resources and support. The name refers
to the paper strips that diabetics use to
test their insulin levels.
"Colby Strippers.. .is a club for diabetes education and support," Douds
said. "It's Colby's official diabetes
club... it's really important because
there are a lot of community groups
already on campus but there's not
one for diabetics." Douds hopes that
the club will provide support for firstyears with diabetes to make the transition from at-home assistance to oncampus independence easier. "When I
came here, I kind of felt stranded and
definitely by myself with everything,"
Douds shared. "So I definitely want
to make sure when I leave that [firstyears] and other people have a community where they feel comfortable."
Douds is very open about his diabetes, which is one of the reasons that he
wanted to start Colby Strippers. He was
first diagnosed at 16 years old; so he has
had many yearsof experienceon caring
for his health needs. The transition from
living at home to college can be increasingly difficult for students with diabetes.
"The shift of dining hall food and social
scenes... it's all completely new and it's
hard for every [first-year]," he said. "On
top of that, your diabetes reacts to everything... Stress and meeting people
and going on COOT... there's a whole
diabetic aspect to that also, so I feel like
I always have two mindsets."
Douds and the other membersof the
Colby Strippers hope to provide help
and advice to first-year diabetics during
their transition to life on the Hill. Douds
says that the club is "slowly growing,"
but he hopes it will gain momentum
and involve all the first yearson campus
with diabetes. "There 's a large amount

While many students at Colby
like to discuss their academic
endeavors , some students pursue passions outside of his or
her major or minor. In the case
of Brett Ewer ' 14, academic
and extracurricular pursuits are
combined. A classics and classic civilizations major . Ewer is
very interested in ancient communities. However , what makes
this particular student interesting is the way in which he integrates his affinity for music
with his major.
Ewer is a busy student: he
p lays the trumpet and the recorder , sings in the chorale and
is on the chorale exec board. In
addition . Ewer is on the Student
Advisory Board for the Center
of the Arts and Humanities , tutors student in Latin and Greek
and is a member of the International A r t w h i s t l i n g Philharmonic Society.
Ewer has been passionate
about music since before he
can remember. "I sang before I
was able to really speak... music is really only extracurricular for me. I reall y like music
because it ties into my area of
academic study, which is Classics and primarily the language
side of things, " Ewer said. Vie
continued , "What I find really
interesting is that...music is a
language...of sound and space...
As we 've evolved and spread out
as humans across the globe , we
all develop our own tune... And I
kind of try to bring that to whatever I' m studying. "
Ewer 's approach to music
translates into his extracurricular activities and his academic
courses. "Whether I' m in Chorale or Jazz Band , I like to think
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CATHERINE WALKER MCKS, THE COLBY ECHO

ErikDouds '14 is thefounderof Colby Strippers , anew club on campus thisyear
of [first-years] who have diabetes, so
we're trying to find them. There's supposedto be around 12," he said.
Douds also wants to provide awareness to the rest of the College community about the disease and how i!
affects diabetics. He explained that
stress, especially in college, can be a
large factor in causing blood sugar to
spike. "This week, I had two tests and
my senior project had to be finished ,
and that was really stressful.," he explained, "As a student, some things
you might not consider is that when
you're stressed your body is still normal, but when I'm stressed my blood
sugar spikes, and that makes it even
harder to study. .." Douds also explained the biological effect of stress
for him as a diabetic: "There's a lack
of concentration and a light-headed
feeling that makes it harder to focus.
So as a student, that's a really big disadvantage because when I have work
it 's even harder to do because 1 hav e
diabetes. It's a vicious cycle."

In addition to the Colby Strippers, Douds is also working to spread
awareness outside of the College
community. I le started a fund in high
school entitled "The Enk Douds Pediatric Diabetes Fund" wjth the Saint
Barnabas Medical Center Foundation
in his home state of New Jersey. "The
main goal is to give underprivileged
kids the funds to pay for their diabetes... it's expanded to provide camp
scholarships and other educational
material," Douds said. So far, Douds
has raised $ 18,000 with his fund and is
hoping to raise more.
"Diabetes is a 24-hour thing, and I
never stop thinking about it. It 's also
constantly changing," Douds said.
He hopes that Colby Strippers can
provide significant support so that its
members can thrive in college while
properly managing their diabetes and
overall health. For more information
on Colby Strippers and living with
college diabetes, go to Doud's website, collegediabetes.com.

about how this is a language...
and how each thing is really interacting with each other. When
I' m translating Greek or Latin ,
I like to think about what is the
rhythm of what these people are
say ing." Greek and Latin aren 't
the only languages that Ewer
focuses on; he is also interested
in how Americans speak. He explained , "When we are speaking,
we are making a sort of music.
We don 't really think about it ,
but think about how much more
pleasurable someone 's voice is
when they speak slowly and deliberately and they don 't have
too long of pauses , but they have
a constant flow, and there 's a
crescendo , and then it comes
back down. There 's a prosody."
The idea of rh ythm and language ties into another of
Ewer 's interests: politics and
government. "In the way that
politicians speak , they have
their own meter , and that reall y affects how people perceive them... We don 't realize
how susceptible we are to the
musical underpinning of our
language... Eng lish is very
suited to iambic pentameter...
If someone strays from that meter , it gives a different effect. "
Ewer tied this into current politics , explaining, "Obama , for
example , uses a lot of trochees.
It 's fascinating to hear how he
switches up his meter , and when
he wants to make a point , he 'll
use a spondee: a long, long. It
gives a settling effect. "
Ewer 's interest for music
and language is encapsulated
in his overall interest in rhetoric. Ewer is fascinated on "how
music plays into rhetoric and
philosophy of language and
how that has effects on all of
us , especially at the core of the
operating center of our society,
which is the government. "

Opportunities await three JanPlan coursesin Russia
By MICHAEL JENKINS
NEWS STAFF

Do you like to travel? Are you
interested in ethnography, art and/
or economies transitioning from a
command to free market system?
Does a month of total immersion
in a foreign culture sound like
your idea of an adventure? If so,
spending a month in Russia on
Colby 's direct exchange JanPlan
may be just the program for you.
"In addition to exploring Russia 's rich history, literature and
art as part of their coursework ,
students invariably come back
inspired by the wealth of artistic
and cultural experiences ," Program Director and Colby Assistant Professor of Russian Elena
k.jr n«na*;«k*M.
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sdell left her home university—
the Piatigorsk Linguistic University in the Caucasus Mountains
of Southern Russia —to spend a
year at the College.
During her undergraduate studies , "Professor Cheryl Gilkes ' inspiring class on African American
Culture opened up the world of
cultural studies for me," Monastireva-Ansdell explained. "Having
discovered an entirely new dimension to the study of literature
and culture , I decided to continue
my education in the U.S. at the
graduate level. "
After receiving her B.A. in
Eng lish from Piatigorsk State Institute of Foreign Language , the
now Assistant Professor of Russian went on to earn her M.A. in
Russian from University of Iowa
n **A , 1 ' K I )
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the rewarding experiences she
expects the students will have.
While enrolled in Colby 's host
institution in Russia , the St. Petersburg 's Classical Gimnaziia
program , participants are able
to customize their schedules and
earn up to three credit hours .
Courses offered include RU113:
The Literature and Art of St. Petersburg, RU114: Russia 's Transition Economy, RU115: Russian
Ethnography and RU125J: Elementary Russian 1. These courses
and many more are also available
to students who elect to spend an
entire semester with the Russian
partner university.
Monastireva-Ansdell has hig h
praise for the way Domestic Program Director Sergei Buriachko
and Language Assistant M a n n a
Ti-h^nvdcn:! <»n.-r:»l,- "Th,-v t;ti -

student guide. This one-on-one
connection has been an excellent
resource for students navigating
Russia 's cultural capital , adjusting to local customs and managing academic responsibilities.
Central to the experience of
JanPlan in Russia is the experience of staying with host-families. "Students take their meals
with their hosts and are encouraged to enter into the life of their
families. Home-stay is the single
best way to get beneath the surface of Russian life , to be a resident of the city and not merely
a tourist or visiting student, "
Monastireva-Ansdell said.
Other ways students immerse
themselves in Russian culture is
hy visiting St. Petersburg 's many
cultural attractions. The State
l l t r m i i H . . - Museum hn»«t« the

dox Christmas on January.
Although
Monastireva-Ansdell encourages students of
all majors to consider the program and often sees large turnouts at preliminary information
meetings , the program is sadly
shrinking. "Each year many
more students express their interest in the program than can
actuall y afford to go because ,
unlike with semester-long stud y
abroad , Colby tuition does not
cover any of the trip expenses.
Because of a smaller group size ,
our challenge has been offering more than one of the four
courses listed in the course catalogue ," Monastireva-Ansdell
said. She fears monetary restrictions may keep enrollment in
s i m i l a r programs low. Interested
students ;irt' L-nciiuraued to nur-

LETTER FROM THE EDITORS:
This weekend, a small but powerful thing happened on the Colby Class of
2017 Facebook group. Under a posting by The Brid ge about the Transgender
November keynote, delivered by Lavcrne Cox last week in Page Commons,
a member of the group—who does not attend the College , apparently—commented "ew" and "trans." Within half an hour his comment was publicl y denounced by actual Colby students , who were astounded mat someone would
have the gall to post such an inappropriate and discriminatory remark on a public forum , under their own name. This particular brand of public disparaging
occurs, thankfull y, relatively rarely on the Hill , but it 's not the first time, nor
will it be the last, that someone publishes an inflammatory remark on the web.
In the iast decade, the Internet has changed our lives in immeasurable and previously unthinkable ways. It has connected to us to our friends , family, classmates
and colleagues from miles away. It has become a place to shop, converse, explore
and learn about parts of the world we otherwise might not be exposed to. It has
also become a place to post our thoughts for all the world to see—a living, breathing and constantly-updating record of who we are, what we're doing, what we're
thinking and how others perceive us. Having grown up with this technological
reality, it 's easy to forget that what we say might come back to haunt us. But it can.
We all know that if you end up in the unfortunate position of being an underage student at an off-campus party when police intervene, one of the first things
to come up on a standard search engine results page will be the article reporting
it What most people don 't realize is that their online identity extends beyond
Google 's omnipotence. The Internet Archive 's "Wayback Machine" has 366
billion saved web page snapshots, which means that even if you deleted that
not-so-nicc comment you made on your ex 's profile picture two years ago, it
may not have escaped the split-second flash of a computerized camera.
However, the risk of textual evidence is nothing compared to good ol' word
of mouth No matter how many times you delete, edit or cover your tracks, all it
takes is one person to see and spread the message you wrote on your Facebook
or the Discourse without thinking it through. Having it sit under your name and
next to your picture makes it worse. Even on a campus as small as ours, it 's not
difficult or unlikely that a person can quickly become notorious for something
they 've done, whether it 's online or over the weekend up in the Apartments.
What we 're asking, Colby, is not that you stop the conversation, but that you
think before you type. Your words have meaning and weight; they shouldn 't be
wasted on something that does not truly reflect who you are. If they do and you
don 't care, be prepared for the possibility that your peers will associate your
comments with your character.
And now, for a bit of housekeeping: this will be our last official issue for
the fall semester. We traditionally do not print during the month of January, but
we will continue to follow and keep you updated on any important campus developments through our website and social media platforms. See you in 2014.
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When I smoke, I stand on a boulder
outside of Sturtevam. After the first
drag, I feel clarity. I am the oracle atop
Mount Olympus, gazing down upon
thosemaking the trek up to the Hillside
dorms. By the second, I am a king of
Babylon, well aware of my obligations—the exam tomorrow, the paper
due nextweek—but full of a quiet confidence that I am in full control By the
third, I am omnipotent. I am God.
But by the end, I realize I' m merely
a man.Not invincible, not even powerful. Just exceedingly cognizant of the
addiction that I've come to nurseover
the past year.
I never expected to be a smoker. I
come from an attentive Northern California family who took every step to
make sure cigarettes were synonymous
with certain death. I heard the stories of
my great-grandmotherdeveloping lung
cancer and emphysema. I saw the tarfilled pig lungs more timesthan I can
count To top it off, while I was growing up, my dad frequently reminded me
mat if 1 were ever found to be smoking,
I would be cut off from college tuition.
So how did I start? A couple drags
here and mereat a country pub in the
Outback were my first experiences,
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each leading to an inevitable coughing
fit I truly began after coming to Colby,
joining a few friends for a stress relieving reason to go outside at the end of a
frigid winter day. I bought a pack.Then
another.Soon it was calculated into my
weekly expenses. I told myself I would
quit over the summer while under the
watchfuleyes of my parents. However,
after takingajob with an abusive boss, I
found the only thing I looked forward to
at the end of the shift was the scheduled
release. And so I continued.
Returning to Colby, I began to accept my addiction and in the process
became less concerned with hiding it
However, I also becamemoreaware of
the stigma that comes with smoking. As
a small child, I remember thinking of
smokers in a negative light They were
a window into a derelict lifestyle, an
annoyanceand a warning of what one
could become by taking that path. Over
the years, I obviously came to see this
as a prejudiced view. However, while I
generally find Colby a very accepting
place, I have become aware of a palpable undertone similar to my initial view
Over the pastyear, I've witnesseddirty
looks, "coughs" and a blatant "smoking
is gross" altitude.
Now, I don't blame these people for

their gestures. 1 understandthat some
people have severe allergies to tobacco
smoke. Even if one doesn't, the smoke
is still harmful.However, does thatjustify passive aggression?
It 's easy to dernonize smokers. We're

acting in a way that's harmful to us and
others. However, does that make us
bad people? Less than a century ago.
Prohibition rooted itself in a similar argument While tobaccois undoubtedly
more harmfui thanalcohol, the principle
shouldn't change. Some people relax
with a beer I have a cigarette.
I didn 't want this to be a piece about
the tobacco ban; however, I feel that I
must quickly touch on it Like the hard
alcohol policy, I think this college takes
too much pride in the passageof its nanny laws. To me, the College's policies
harken backto de Tocqueville's concept
of soft despotism: a networkof surreptitious laws mat relieve a people of their
own choices.
While this piecemay make me sound
like die Ronald McDonald of cigarettes
,
I am in the process of quitting. I confessed to my parents about a monthago
and have been given until the end of the
yearto give up cigarettes or my college
education. Despitehelp from one of my
best friends, Jacob Kandel, it 's been a
hard road While the health problem is
onoupresent,I believetheproblem stems
from the fact that the future is so abstractAre the problems I experience in twenty
years going to be worse than the present
symptoms of withdrawal? Thankfully,
with my parent's ultimatum, I have a
much more pressing reason to quit Not
to mention, while I may havean illusion
of omnipotence when I smoke, I would
prefer to have the tangible power of
knowing I don't needa cigarette.

THE CORRECT BIAS

Reflections on Facebook's omnipresence
tory needs
, social media expertly appeals
to both our exhibitionist and voyeuristic
desires. This isn't inherently bad; we're
social creatures. Of course we like to
share with each other; of course we're

— Tim Badmington '14

-- Juhanna Haubner '14

ASM

Ashes to ashes: observations of a smoker

I've always been comfortable with
the concept of holding contradictory
beliefs, so I 'm not particularly disturbed
by the fact that I simultaneously love
and hate Facebook.I wishit wereeasier
to be detached from it: to ignoremy notifications, my messages and my News
Feed. But that's not easy;there's a rush
that comes with every "like," a curiosity
with every message and a voyeuristic
satisfaction with every photo and status
that has nothing to do with me.
1 first created a Facebook account
during the fall of my sophomore year
of high school. I remember a classmate
pitching it to us: "It 's like Myspace, but
so much cooler, so much more streamlined." Naturally, I had to have one; all
of my classmates were doing it Liltie
did 1 know that seven years later. Facebook would be inextricably ingrained
into our daily consciousness. It 's a
mode of ammunication, a method
of information gathering and a form
of self-promotion. It expertly reduces
our social desires to their basest forms.
Wani approval? Post a witty status and
watch the "likes" tick up.
My account was deactivated from
late sophomore year of high school to
lale junior year. When I rejoined the
website, I saw my decision as a necessity, facebook had simpl y become
too essential to daily communication.
Now. if you don 't have a Facebook,
you don 't exist.
Besides fulfilling basic communica-

interested in what othersare doing.An
interesting side-effect of this is asking
questions we knowthe answerto. How
many times—in an attempt to make
conversation—have
youasked someone
what they did over the weekend, though
you'd already learned in detail about
theiractivities simply from reading your
News Feedor checkingtheirpage?
The term for deliberately studying
someone's page is "Facebook stalking."
It 's become a pretty common, and socially accepted, phenomenon. Everyone
knows that someone completely unexpectedcould be researchingtheir online
presence. Facebook has privacy settings,
but they get more Byzantine every day.
If you want to leave a small footprint,
you reallyhave to go out of your way.
For years. Western culture has ingrained in us the notion that "privacy"
is one of our natural rights. Maybe, 200
years from now, no one will care about
a lack of privacy.But I certainly do; I'm
not comfortable with the notion of companies like Facebook and Google harvesting my personal details and codifying my personalityinto profitable form.
So facebook, Google, and other big
tech companies violate our privacy.
Wlule I' m at it, I might as well mention the NSA. Why don 't 1 care more'.'
Why aren 't I angry? I certainly don 't
like the notion. Yes, I' m writing tins article about it, but in the grand scheme
of tilings, that doesn 't amount to much.
The bottom line is that I' m just loo
complacent.I understand what's wrong
with pervasive social media, but I' m

too ingrained, too conditioned into the
system. Furthermore, there's a very
abstractquality to this spying. If I discovered mat my neighborwas looking
throughmy bedroom window, I'd feel
violated.But if the person collecting my
data is hundredsof milesaway,or, more
likely, not even a person but an algorithm, how much can I bring myselfto
care? Even when it's a classmatestalking my Facebook, I'll probably never
find out and thus be unaffected.
There is a positiveaspectto socialmedia culturethat should be acknowledged.
Twitterand Facebook do have democratizing power, take the Arab Spring as an
example. But this has mostly to do with
then utility as modes of communication.
The implicationsof big tech are so much
more than that We're all plugged into a
matrix which bundles our personalities
into commodities. It 's not like anything's
being stolen from us; we're aware of the
bargain being made
It 's ironic that Mark Zuckerberg has
stated "eliminating desire" as one of his
interests, when Facebook so deftly caters to our desires: the desireto be liked,
the desire to share, the desire to watch,
the desire to conform. It even gets its
profit through pandering to these wants
through custom-fit advertising.
Though I might feel that Facebook
us threatening my sense of individuality and control, I won 't stop using it,
at least yet. As I' ve been writing this
piece, I' ve checked the site twice; I
don 't want to remain out of touch. For
me, the changes to society wrought
by social media are more inciting to
interest than anger. We' re all addicted;
we're all locked in (o a consciousness
affecting corporate website. And we
alt love it.

Exploring brand conformity at Colby i

answer, I'm afraid is *'yes."
The great branding swindle is by no
meansexclusive to clothing. For another
example, take a peekat your laptop. No,
I'm not talkingabout the pink Vineyard
Vines sticker you slapped onto it in a fit
of WASPpride. I meantheApple stamp.
Some companies will pay you I don't even need to rise from my seat
$5000 to $10,000 to have their logo tat- to gatherdata on the massivepopularity
tooed on your forehead, which seems of Apple computersover Windows laplike a pretty dumb idea, until you con- tops, which usually have subtler logos.
sider me fact that those people are being Wlnle diere are more legrornate reasons
paid, while the rest of us actually shell to choose an Apple computerthan there
out good money for the privilege of be- arc for a Nike sweatshirt, there is still a
ing branded
definite cool factor in the Macbook's
To illustratemy point I took a short hefty price tag.
field trip to the Colby Bookstore. WalkFinally, I went through my own warding in, I first faceda rack ofbaseballhats. robe I own several shirts dial display the
Threechoices, all reading"Colby,"were logo and name of the Boston Red Sox.
available: a hat with no logo, whichsold To me, thoseshirts say that I am a Ian of
for $17, a hat with a Nike swooshon the the team, 1 enjoy watching men- games
side, selling for £22 and a hat featuring am proud to be from New England I
the Under Armour logo on its front bill, also have a Smashing Pumpkins t-shirt,
selling for $28 Otherthan the fact that which, dated though it may be, LSequally
the UnderArmour hat is made of some- respectable: I enjoy their music, and I
thing called"Charged Cotton" (a rather don't mind showingit There are, howimpressive feat by Under Armour, con- ever, darkerpieces in my closetI have
sidering that cotton is a rion-conductive a shirt with nothing but an Adidas wordmaterial),the hats seemedto be identical mark,and!was ashamedto find no justiin quality. The only possible explana- fication for it What does an Adidas shirt
tion for the price difference, then, is the say besides"I boughtan Adidas shirt?"
branding.The messageis clear it's cool What does an Apple logo say other than
to have a logo, and if you want one, it's "I am proud to consume?'
going to costyou.
It's time for us to start asking these
Next, I wanderedover to the sweat- questions. Colby is a sea of L.L. Bean
shirts A Colby sweatshirtis $35 I found boots and Patagonia fleeces, but why?
another sweatshirtfor $65 that featured Why are the logos so important? How
a large swoosh on its front and a Colby did we come to be human billboards?
logo on its sleeve. Has Nike actually Somehow, we were tricked It's often
duped some students to the point that said that people sell themselves to
after spending months searching for business, and sometimes it's true. The
the perfect college, then driving to Wa- forehead-tattersdefinitely sold themterville to tour their final selection, they selves. But we weren't even smart
decide the most appropriate means of enough to do that We didn 't sell ourexpressing pnde in their new home is to selves or even give ourselves away.
buy a Nike sweatshirtwith "Colby"wnt- We bought the brands. We paid to be
ten on the sleeve as an afterthought?The taken. Why?

THIS GRAND FICTION

This is Colby: the gods cannot save you

athletic legions, the hallowed halls the realms beyond Colby, but whose
of Lovejoy, Pulver, or the Street or memory lingers in ignominy.A zenlike
the profane fortresses of Dana, AMS demon washe, clad in armor of a thouand the Apartments (not to mention sand different signs, bearing words of
the faraway perils of what they call wisdomand madness in equal measure.
Off Campus Housing). But as the
But to whom do the Mortals, the
semesters roll on, the Heroes begin Heroes, and even the mighty DemiThe story of college is a television to stand out from the crowd: they get gods pay tribute? The Major and
show. The mechanics of college are a involved, they get crazy and every- Minor Gods of Colby are the Profesvideo game. But what of the myriad thing in between.To be a Colby Hero sors. Those merely visiting are Minor
characters who populate This Grand does not guarantee immortality. For Gods, but those who have reigned on
Fiction? A close study reveals that we some, this is their end-stage: they high for many years at last acquire
all, in tact, fit into the Colby Pantheon. will bum bright in their time here, true immortality: Tenure. They are
Readersfamiliar withpolytheisticbelief then pass into obscurity as soon as the Olympians, with cults of worship
systems should have an easy time un- they graduate. But for others, this is made up of students who have sworn
derstanding this concept If it becomes only the prelude to true glory.
fealty to their divine patron.
difficult to follow at any point, simply
Should a Hero of Colby merit
But where does the absolute powthink of the web of personages in the enough acclaim, they may well be- er lie? Some would look to the Presimythologies of the Greeks, Egyptians, come a Demigod The power, influ- dent of the College. Indeed even in
Norse and countless others;this list can ence and character of Colby Demigods the twilight of his era, the Great God
also include Colby Mythology.
echoes far and wide within the bounds Bro wields mighty power from on
Like a student ascending the stairs of campus and beyond. The best way high. Occasionally he descends from
of the ivory tower of Miller, let us to describe Demigods of Colby is to Olympus to hold Office Hours for
begin with the bottom of the hierar- sing of their wondrous deeds. Hark! the peons below, that he might hear
chy. The average Colby student is a the booming laughter of Omari Mat- their lamentations and soothe them
mere Mortal. There is no shame in thew, a man of unflappable charisma in their toil. Yet even Bro, King of
this role, 'tis merely the default state and benevolence. Behold! Gracyk the the Gods, is not omnipotent
of the undistinguished member of the Good champion of chastity and tower
Nay, 'tis the Board of Trustees
Colby campus. There is no shame in of temperance.Hail! the earnest hand- who wield the power of the Fates:
remaining a Mortal: verily, many up- shakes and wide smiles of Wayne and obscure and mysterious, their conperclassmen continue living out their Cole, who lead the parliamentarians tributions bind the fabric of the inColby existence in relative obscurity. through the political battles of SGA as stitution together, and their will has
But neither is there prestige.
the Atreidae led the Achaians against consequences which reach farther
Above the Mortals are those tire forcesof Troy.
than even they can anticipate. But
brave souls who put themselves
But be advised Demigods can be regardless of divinity, from the lowout there, striving to carve out their not only famous but infamous as well: liest Mortal to the immortally Tenplace at Colby. These are the He- the people whisper tales of a feral ured all can attain lasting renown in
roes. Most freshmen have not yet vegan who roams the Civil Discourse, the Colby Pantheon. Leaving your
had a chance to prove their worth on fiercely defending his cause for better mark? That part is up to you.
Next time: taking sides—Colby
the fields of glory, whether the lit- or for worse.And the legends tell of a
eral battle-plains of Colby's various Demigod who has now passed on to factionalismin the Grand Fiction.
i
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BUSTING THE COLBY BUBBLE

Examining the happiness myth

and seeingeveryoneelsewalking around
with rosy cheeks and happy smiles.
What I didn't realizeat the time is that
eventhoughI didn't know thosepeople,
at leasthalf of their smileswere probably
fake. They might have had something
going on at home, a fight with a friend
I want to write about a myth that's orhomesicknessor all—or none—of the
relevantto everyone in the Colby com- above. But I'm sure at least half of them
munity:the happinessmyth. One of the were struggling with something.
reasons I came to Colby was because
What I want to ask now is: why?
everyone seemed so happy all the time. Why do we feel as if we have to plaster
I've been considereda prettyhappy per- a smile on our laces when it's the last
son, so Colby seemed like the perfect thing we want to do? 1 think that everyfiL However, my view on Colby has one feels as if they have to keep up the
changed since I first stepped foot onto happy appearance of Colby, and the first
thing we think of is having a smile on
this seeminglypicture-perfectcampus.
We've all heard it before: everyone all the time. This isn't to say that there
has something that they're hiding under aren't people here who are genuinely
those wide grins. I want to dive deeper happy. But everyone suffers from sadinto this saying. In the video made by nessor anger in his or her life. It might
some of last year's seniors, Jed Wart- not be as serious as a mental illness, bat
man talked about the "duck metaphor": maybe youjust don't feel like being rehow, on top of the water, a duck glides ally happy today. And that's okay.
So, here's what I think: instead of
gracefully and looks as though it isn't
struggling at all. However, underneath smiling all the time, try walking around
the water that duck is frantically pad- with a neutral expression. See how
dling to keep itself from drowning Jed it 's receivedand how you feel about iL
linked this to students at Colby; someone Maybe it sucks and you feel out of place.
am seem perfect on the outside, laugh- Maybe you feel like a weight lias been
ing and smiling like nothing is wrong, lifted off of your shoulders. There Ls a
but on the inside, they're struggling just stigma here against not being happy, and
to stay afloaL
it's overwhelming; at least it is for me.
I il link about this duck metaphora lot But without running the risk of soundespecially how it pertained to my first- ing cheesy, one person needs to start
year experience. I was always so con- fighting the stigma for it to go away. And
fused walking outside with tear-stained maybe one small step from you is the
cheeksand a runny nose, looking around push it needs.
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Our group spaces
are perfect for
arguing with
your freeloading
project partner.
We can't make your classmates
do their fair share of the work ,
but our new group rooms will help
you study with friends, collaborate
on projects, and pick up slack in
comfort and style.
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Poet, filmmaker Lowen showcases Bullyat the College
By IZZY ZAID1
NEWS STAFF

To raise awareness about the U.S.
bully ing epidemic, documentary
filmmakers Cynthia Lowen and Lee
Hirsch set out to prove that bullying
is a major problem in schools. Buttyis
a documentary that follows five cases
of bullying for a full year. "People
would say bullying is part of growing
up or a part or human nature." Lowen
said at the movie screening. Bully
proved that bullying is a serious issue
in schools that needsto be addressed.
The documentary centers on the
story of Alex, a seventh grade boy
who is constantly bullied through his
time at school His peers make fun of
him and threaten him daily, and the
bully ing escalates as the year goes on.
Alex is stabbed with pencils, punched
and strangled I Tie Vice Principal dismisses reports of Alex 's bullying by
say ing, "buses are terrible places" and
"some kids are chronically bullied. "
Bully also documents the lives of
parents who have lost a child to bully ing Tyler Long and Ty Smalley committed suicide after years of being
bullied in school. The Smalleys and
the Longs both launched anti-bullying
campaigns so that no one else would
have to suffer the pain that they did.

When Bully first came out it received an R rating due to the six uses
of the "F" word. Lowen and Hirsch
appealed to change the rating to PG13 so school age children could watch
the movie and absorb its anti-bullying
message. 523,000 people successfully petitioned for a PG-13 rating.
Lowen and Hirsch reached out
to people who were willing to share
their stories related to bullying. The
two then bought a Canon 5D camera
and a microphone. "The kids thought
that the 5D was only taking stills.
They didn't sec us as authority figures." Lowen said about getting authentic footage on Alex 's school bus.
Through this process, the filmmakers were able to capture real moments. The administrators did not
believe the documentary would get
far and did not alter their usual behavior. "No one believed that Bully
would get the attention that it did ,"
Lowen said. People believed that
Bully would be a small production ,
which allowed Lowen and Hirsch
to capture authentic moments. Bully
has been screened at the While
House, Capitol Hill , the U.S. Department of Education, the Congressional Anti-Bullying Caucus
and bullying prevention summits.
One uni que aspect of the movie
is the absence of statistics. Lowen explained , "We felt that the

people and families were the experts of their own stories. We
wanted to give a voice to these
families and we wanted to find
a way to stand up and support
those who have been bullied."
Bully is giving people a way
to take action against bullying.
Lowen and Hirsch had a goal
for 1 million children to see Bully.
2.6 million students have seen the
film through their program , free of
charge, along with their educators.
Facing History and Ourselves,
an anti-discrimination advocacy
group, created a tool kit which
allowed students and teachers to
discuss bull ying. The goal of the
tool kit is to create productive conversation before more tragedies occur, and it is aimed to open the eyes
of educators as well as students.
"The administrators in Alex 's
school didn 't realize they acted
wrongly. They were ill equipped
to deal with the bullying problems," Lowen said. 6,500 copies
of the educator 's toolkit were sold
and 8,000 educators have participated in training. Lowen hopes that
these new processes in combating
bull ying will help to bring the issue to the forefront of the national
psyche, and through education,
Americans will be able to eliminate this issue once and for all.

After renovations, Waterville
Opera House presents Fiddler
By DAVID DINICOLA
A&E EDITOR

After some recent renovations ,
the Waterville Opera House is
celebrating their up dated space
by staging a lineup of exciting
and aestheticall y diverse shows
for their 2013-14 season. Among
these shows was Joseph Stein ,
Jerry Bock and Sheldon Harnick' s seminal classic , Fiddler on
the Roof
One of Broadway 's longestrunning musicals , the show takes
place during the earl y 19th Century in Tsarist Russia and focuses
on the experience of Jewish family as their community faces a
great deal contemporary of antiSemitism. As traditions are challenged and political forces place
progressively greater pressure on
the village , the characters struggle to survive but ultimately find
joy through their traditions and
each other.
Un Lessing. the h u s b a n d of
the College 's Mirkcn Curator
of Education Lauren K. Lessing, was featured in Waterville's
production as the village rabbi
This is the second role Lessing
has won al the Waterville Opera
House (his first was as Tim the
Enchanter in Monty Python 's
ipamalot). "After such a wonderful experience , '" Lessing said , "1

really wanted to try my hand at
it again. "
Lessing himself comes from
a Jewish background, which he
said allowed him to draw from
some personal past experience in
order to act out some of the reli gious aspects within the script .
He also shared that a great deal
of research went into his character—as well as every other character—-due primaril y to the cultural specificity of the show. "1

"Through all
the rigors ,
you eventually
create something
wonderful as
all the pieces
begin to dovetail."
did a lot of outside reading, and
most of the other material came
from rehearsals and interactions
among the cast—both on and
off-stage."
According to Lessing, Fiddler
on the Roof is a perfect show for
the kind of intimate yet adept
theatrical experiences one cnniunters at the Waterville Opera
House. "It 's always fascinating

and a pleasure to work with a
community theater because it is
just that: a community. "
"You start out with some people
you may know a little bit and others
you may not know at all ," Lessing
said. "Fiddler is all about coming
together in the face of trauma and
adversity from the rampant Russian
anti-Scmctism, and through all the
work—blocking, dancing and rehearsing together—you get to know
these people on a pretty amazing level. As a result , you create that sense
of community, and in turn, joy."
Lessing admits that it is challenging during the early rehearsals
to get a sense of the show as a final
product. However, due to the strong
group dynamic and expert direction
from local director Debra Soucie, he
said that it all eventually comes together. "You have to live in the present," Lessing said. "Through all the
rigors, you eventually create something wonderful as all the pieces begin to dovetail."
Lessing noted that one of the
most rewarding aspects of the
role was having the opportunity to
work with his son Gabe , who also
performed in the show. "The play
is all about community, family and
the passage of time ," Lessing said
"It 's about tradition being passed
from generation to generation ,
and I was very aware of those themes
while working with my boy. It was
very special to be on stage with him "
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Lunder Leland Fellow Ramey Mize comes to Colby
By TERRY O'CONNOR
ASST. A&E EDITOR

She was first introduced to the
word "curator" at age 16 during a
tour of an Annie Leibovitz exhibit
at the High Museum of Art in Atlanta , GA. Now, Ramey Mize has
at least three museum internships
under her belt, a Masters in Art
History from the Courtauld Institute of Art in London , and is currently the Lunder Curatorial Fellow at Colby 's Art Museum where
she explores a number of different
avenues within the museum world.
"Between any given day " she
said, "I could be selecting a series of
Cassat prints to go in our reinstallation in January or I could be running
around decorating for the Museum's
Halloween party. It 's a totally mixed
bag." For Ramey, however, she
wouldn 't have it any other way.
Enamored with the museum world
ever since her days of growing up
across the street from the High Museum of Art in, Mize says that the role
of an art curator opens up an entirely
new opportunity for which to express
her own creativity. When asked what
originally drew her to art curatorship,
Mize explained, "1 loved the idea of
collaborating with artists to show
their work. That seemed tike a different form of creativity all on its own."
Indeed , that excitement about

art was alive in her from an early
age, but it 's one she acknowledges
is not easy for everyone to share.
"I think that early exposure is really important to giving you a confidence in a museum space because
it 's not always a given. I think a
lot of people feel like art is intimidating or inaccessible."
One of her missions is solving
that problem at Colby by creating a new organization on cam-

"I loved the
idea of
collaborating
with artists
to show their
work. That
seemed like a
different form
of creativity all
on its own."
pus called the Student Friends of
the Colby Museum , which aims
to widen the connection between
the student body and the Museum. Applicants who are selected
by the organization will act as
liaisons between the campus and
the Museum and will help de-

sign Museum events and activities. Besides that , Mize is also
in the early stages of creating the
Young Maine Curators group,
which will work with local hig h
schools to educate those who
may be interested in careers in
the museum world.
For Mize , that 's only a few of
the many and mixed responsibilities she has at Colby. Outside of
the office , she has made it a personal mission to explore the rest
of Maine, somewhere she says she
never thought of as a place she
would end up working, growing
up in Georgia and then graduating
from the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill in 2012. Of this.
Mize says, "I kind of like being
somewhere not as obvious, it feels
more unique." Taking advantage of
the change of scenery, Mize admits
she ' s fallen in love with Maine
through countless trips to Portland
and various other cultural hotspots
in the area. Asked if she skis, Mize
responded , "I water ski!"
That willingness to jump out
of her comfort zone into the middle of Maine, however, parallels
Mize 's enthusiastic approach to
her role in the Colby Art Museum. As one of the younger members of the team . Mize is thus a
promising figure in solidifying
the museum 's relationship to
Colby 's student body.

1

Swedenintroducesfilm biasratings i
By TIM BADMINGTON
CO-EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Sweden, a nation widely regarded as a worldwide leader in
gender equality, is taking that
movement into the cinema. About
a month and a half ago , several
Swedish cinemas introduced a
film rating that aims to highlight
gender bias in the film industry.
The rating uses a lettered scale
in which "A" is the highest possible score , based on the Bechdel
test , a binary measure familiar to
some corners of the cinematic
world for close to thirty years.
American cartoonist Alison
Bechdel invented the concept
of the Bechdel test in her comic
stri p "Dykes to Watch out For " in
19K5. It answers a simp le question: do two named , female characters in this film have a conversation with each other about
something other than a man? If
the answer is yes, the film passes
the test Both its proponents and
its supporters are quick to mention that the Bechdel test is not
a value judgment of a film , and ,
furthermore , the simp le test does

not account for the intricacies
that accompany the discussion
and existence of gender bias.
However,
applying
the
Bechdel test can turn up some
fascinating results . Very few
films actually pass , and the
worst class of offenders is Hollywood Blockbusters. Famous
failures include every Harry
Potter Film save for one , the
entirety of the Star Wars franchise , and each Lord of the
R ings episode. Modern cinema
is considered one of the primary
mechanisms by which the patriarchy—and all its attendant
issues—is enforced. A survey
conducted by the Center for the
Study of Women in Television
and Film revealed that the proportion of female protagonists
in the top 100 grossing films
has declined since 2002—from
a meager 16 percent to an even
paltrier 12 percent in 2011.
Sweden 's film elites , and indeed much of Swedish society,
recognize that the under- and
misrepresentation of women in
cinema leads to damaging ideas
of gender in real life. Since the
ori ginal four cinemas introduced
their own spin on the Bechdel

test , many more have adopted
the practice , and it will not be
long before the gender bias test
rating sits alongside the rating
of appropriateness for children ,
ubiquitously visible and impossible for filmmakers to escape.
The film industry in Sweden
operates primarily with public
funds (a model common to countries around Europe and other
parts of the world but almost
inconceivable to American audiences.) The Swedish Film Institute supports the gender bias rating, and believes it will further
illuminate gender biases where
they are most effective—hidden
from all but the most critical eye.
Detractors of the rating claim
that it will hamper filmmakers "
creativity, forcing them to work
female characters into scripts
and storylines who would not
have been there to begin with.
Its supporters believe that this
is a necessary step in moving
toward a cinematic landscape
that not only appropriately
represents the protagonists of
the real world, but that it actively ushers in that landscape
by opening uncritical
eyes.
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Ramey Mize comes to Colby to as the Leland Lunder Curatorial Fellow

THIS WEEK
AT THE MOVIES:
FLAGSHIP CINEMAS
Delivery Man (PG-13)
12:30 p m . 3:55 p.m., 7:15 p.m., 9:35 p.m.
Hunger Games: Catching Fire (PG-13)
12 p.m.. t p.m.. 3:15 p.m., 4:1 5 p.m., 6:45 p.m.. 7:30 p.m.. 9:10 p.m. 9:50 p.m.
Captain Philips (PG-13)
12:25 p.m.
Gravity 3D (PG-13)
3:50 p.m.. 700 pm.
Bad Grandpa (R)
1:10 p.m.. 4:25 p.m., 7:20 p.m.. 9:30 p.m
Las Vegas (PG-13)
1:05 p.m.. 4:05 p.m.. 7:10 p.m.. 9:40 p.m.
Ender 's Game(PG 13)
920 pin.

Free Birds (PG)
12:20 p.m., 2:30 p.m., 4:40 p.m.. 7:05 p.m.
Thor: The Dark World 3D(PG-13)
12:40 p.m.. 3:40 p.m. 655 p.m., 9:25 p.m.

RAILROAD SQUARE
Nov. 22 - Nov. 26
12Years a Slave(R)
1 50 p.m.. 4:25 p.m. [Evening Prices). 7 p.m.. 9:35 p.m (Fn & S.u )
1 15

All is Lost (PG 13)
p.m., 6:50p m., 9:05 pm. (Fn ¦& Sat )

Blue is the Warmest Color (NC-17)
3 25 p.m .6 50 p.m.
Enzo Avitabile Music Life (Unrated)
12 p.m. (Sat.&Sun.)
Dallas Buyers Club (Unrated)
1225 p.m. (Sat. & Sun). 2:40 p.m.. 455 p.m., 7:10 p.m.. 925 p.m. (Fn. & Sal.)

Risk of off-campus party busts high
From DRINKING , Page 1
Comparing these statistics to Bowdoin 's numbers suggests a dramatic
difference Bowdoin Director of Secunty Randy Nicholls supplied the
numberswhich saw 16 students issued
summonses for alcohol violations in
2009, 30 in 2010. 15 in 2011 , and 20
in 2012. While Bowdoin and Colby
are different schools in differenttowns,
these numbers indicate a significant
difference in the way Bowdoin students have been policed as compared
to Colby. Given such elevations in the
number of student summonses, it 's not
hard to see why some Colby students
feel as if they have been singled out by
police officers.
Only a small percentage of Colby
students live off campus, with figures
showing somewhere between 100150 students per semester choosing
to live in the surrounding neighborhoods, according to Senior Associate
Dean of Students Paul Johnston.
Oliver Brown ' 14 recalled the
events of March 9. 2013. on which
he received a summons for hosting a
raucous party at his then-residenceon
Washington St. Underage students
attended the party, and Brown noted
that given the number of partygoers
in attendance, police involvement was
inev itable, as well as understandable
The Morning
Sentinel reported that, all
told, 90 people. 81 of whom attended
were
issued summonses
the College,
tor underage drinking In instances
such as this, there is hole rtxim for College students to cry foul.
Despitefee high profile of the Washington street incident, students attribute
much ol their disgnintlcment to recent
policeefforts that seem to target students despite attempts to safely amve
home from a parry The Oct. 6 traffic
stop of a school bus— which College
students liad previously chartered—resulted in summonses for 22 underage
students and sparked the suspicions of
a number of College students. Many
find themselves al a loss as to the ment
ol such a police undertaking.
The school bus. allegedly driving ov er the speed limit , contained a
number of students, both underage
and of age Because the officers who
pulled the bus ov er stated Uiat there
was a strong scent of alcohol, underage students who had been drinking
that evening liad little recourse but to
submit to the officers " request to be
breathylized The driver himself was
let oil willi a warning As for the students, for first time offenders, a summons usually results in a S200 fine
I or those who attempt io use false
identification or evade the police, die
penalties are greater However, students have the option of paying $80
dollars and attending a Prime For Life
substance abuse course, as well as
mating B $100 dollar donation to one
of a prescribedlist of local charities, in
exchange tor the dismissal of the case
Often more damaging than the fine
is the publication of the names of die
-.indents who receiv e summonses I or
a campus of Students with aspirations
ol posl-graduate employment, such
negative publicity can have unfortunate effects Ilie pohee cannot legally
withhold the names of students who
are issued summonses, and the release
ot tliai information into the hands of
the media can result in humiliation as

well as harmiul publicity for students
engaging in an activity that they see as
an established facet of college life.
The instance of the bus stop mentioned above is particularly revealing
in regards to this point The group on
the bus, having made the decision not
to get behind the wheel of a car while
intoxicated, are reported on with headlines such as "Police: UnderageColby
College Students Caught Drinking On
Bus", and "Bus Full Of Partying Colby Students Stopped In Oakland" in a
local ABC affiliate and the Maine Sun
Journal, respectively. Neither article
makes any mention of actual alcohol

The crux of
the issue
lies in the
differing
viewpoints on
the ideal role
of law
enforcement
when it comes
to underage
drinking.
having been consumed on the bus. despite their inflammatory titles
The crux of the issue lies in the
differing viewpoints on the ideal role
of law enforcement when it comes
to underage drinking. The relentiessness with which police not only
seek to break up disruptive parties,
but also ensure legal consequences
for the underage drinkers in attendance is indicative of an intent not
simply to maintain order, but to dissuade minors from engaging in such
activities in the future Such actions
are in-line with the Youth Matter 's
mission. The taskforce was created
not so much to ensure peace and quiet
for local residentsas tt was to actively
combat drinking by minors it is this
distinction that rubs many students the
wrong way
One such student, a sophomore
who spoke on the condition of anonymity, was issued a summons after
police cars blocked his taxi cab*s exit
from the premises of an off-campus
parly, and subsequemly breathalyzed
all the minors in the vehicle. In reference to the tactics demonstratedb> the
police, he slates. "They need to know
they aren 't stopping underage drinking, and they ' re discouraging safe
transport They 're changing its location maybe, and if that's what they ' redefining success as, then they ' ve been
successful " The same student said that
while he would now think twice before
going to an olf-campus party, he won 't
be changing his lifesty le as far as continuing to drinking is concerned
Such attitudes are indicative of the
impasse facing underage students and
their law enforcement counterparts
On tlie one hand, underage dnnking is
against tlte law. and tlie enforcement
of those laws LS in the 10b desennuon

for the police. On the other hand, it is
a common concern whether underage students would stop partaking m
alcohol-centnc activities just because
they can no longer go off-campus to
do so. However, one must take into
account that while Colby students certainly are being busted, local residents
wf io dnnk underagefacethe exact same
threat of police action. Given the task
force 's stated goal of the enforcement
of Maine's underage dnnking laws, it 's
clear that while the extentof their execution has frustratedsome students, their
mandateto do so is unquestionable.
However, such strict enforcement
of underage dnnking laws can result
in infringement upon legal gatherings of legal drinkers. If a house has
a history of having hosted parties in
which underage students were in attendance, or even if the partygoers
look as if they could be under 21 ,
police can choose to take the course
of action that they deem to be appropriate.
These judgment calls
based upon history and appearances
are necessarily deductive steps f or

Local police will continue to bust
College parties, as well as any other
gatherings that could include underage drinkers, and as such the cycle
will continue.
Some students would like to see
the school utilize their clout to put
pressureon the local police to diminish their efforts to locate and issue
summonses to Colby students. However, the Administration has no plans
to tell law enforcement to stop doing
their jobs, nor would ihe police be
likely to do so were the school to attempt such a thing.
One student suggested the construction of a housing community behind the baseball fields, thus hopefully
mitigating the need to go off-campus
for house parties. Again, such a solution could be far-fetched given the

amount of capita] the school has already spent on construction projects
in the recent past
As the situation stands, students
on the Hill will continue to weigh
the risks and rewards of taking their
weekend nights into the surrounding
communities, and law erdbrcement
will in turn attempt to prevent them
from doing so. While it is tempting
to look to recent events and declare
that Colby students are being targeted,
to do so is an incomplete method by
which to understand the situation.
Drinking under the age of 21 is against
the law, and the job of the police is to
enforce the laws. That said, students
are exasperated by the fact that they
are being equated to criminals for an
offense that is commonly accepted as
a collegiate rite of passage.

Committee Progress
From COMMITTEES , Page 1
Many students said that they did not
receive any training for their respective
positions but still felt prepared to serve
on their committees anyway. Cincotta
said that while he hadn't received any
formal training, the first meeting of the
CAC served as basic orientation. Hannah Insuik ' 17, a memberof the Athletics Committee said, "I was not given
any orientation but the first meeung
served as kind of an explanation of what
the Committee is about. 1 have been
able to leani as 1 have gone about how
my ideas can be effective and helpful
to tlie Committee I definitely feel welt
equipped to handle the responsibility."

police attempting to halt underage
dnnking. They also, how ever, contribute to the perception that the local P.Dis targeting Colby students.
In a conversation with a neighbor
of tlie Winter St. house that has been
traditionally occupied by College students, it was revealed that on the night
of the September 2011 bust that ended
in over 50 students received summonses from the Waterville police, he himself was hosfing an equally large gathering as ihe one taking place down the
street. He and his guests, despite their
SGA members and administrators
merriment, were not approached by
acknowledged that the committee prothe police: "We had no idea what was
cess LS somcumes flawed. "I do realize
going on down the street, and 1 suspect i that the committee process has flaws
because we were every bit as loud."
and ! appreciate and respect the infreA situation such as this one demquencies," SGA Co-President Cole
onstrates the divergence in attitudes
Yaverbaum '14 said. "We are worktoward enforcement between police
ing to correct those. Kclsey [Cromie]
and students The student party was
is working hard to make the system
approached precisely because it was ' smoother f o rnext year J believe that
a student party. Officers surrounded she is putting together a binder for each
the location in order to catch undercommittee so that whoever does this
age drinkers. They did not approach
next year has all required information
the house of the Waterville resident
in one place."
because such a get-together would be
Cromie added. "My big project for
unlikely to include minors Rumsey
the year is overhauling the committee
said, "If it 's a party-specific thing,
process I'm looking into student repour supervisors are generally going
resentation on committees and how
to want to have a possible nexus bethe process and representation can be
tween that party and underage drinkimproved. We know that there arc defiing." Such a nexus could be the
nitely kinks in the system and are workpresence of " young people outside or
ing hard to fix them."
visible through the w indows. From
Senior Associate Dean of Stuthe perspective of tlie police, they
dents and Director of Campus Life
were simply enforcing tlie laws that
Jed Wartman said that the three most
they had been tasked with enforcing
important ways to make the system
from the students' perspective, they
better are by setting clear expectations
liad been trapped in a house by polite
for die student members, instructing
for engaging in tlie very same activcommittee chairs to clanfy their exity as thoseal the Waterville resident 's pectations for their committees and
home down tlie street Despite the
ensuring that students communicate
illegality of underage dnnking. stuwith faculty and administrators and
dents question whethertheir offense is
vice-versa. Wartman said be believes
really worthy of a full-scale blockade
the process is already improving.
and search of the premises.
Vice President for Student Affairs
Such conflicting perspectives he al
and I>ean of Students Jim Terhune, the
the heart of the matter, and the differchair of the CAC and a member of the
ence of opinion seems unlikely to be AAC, said he believes the college comresolved While many underage stumittees are an important part of any dedents have acknowledged that should
cision making process. "For an organithey go off campus they run a signifi/ation like a college, a college like ours,
cant nsk of receiving a summons, and
where collaboration matters. I believe
have adjusted their weekend plans
[committees] are very effective.... Al
accordingly, tlie fact remains that few
the end of tlie day, we have a better end
are likely to be inspired to ceasednnkproduct Not more efficient but better
me until thev are of leeal ane
outcomes And in this, I believe that stu-

dent input is very important," Terhune
said.
Committee leaders said that channeling student input into committee decisions can be difficult "That is precisely the challenge. It is tough to channel
the opinion of 1800 students through a
handful," Wartman said.
Tim Gallagher '16, from the Dining
Services Committee said, 'This year
we plan to get more survey-oriented.
For instance, we had the coffee survey.
But a larger portion of students should
respond. We don't w^int 10% of the student population deciding what everyone else will eat." AAC member Justin
Lutian '15 said, "1 haven't conducted
any surveys. 1 draw from personal experience and anecdotal instances. 1 believe that the students on the committee
are diverse enough to encapsulatea fair
number of students; not all of them, but
a fair bit 1 daresay we do cover a lot"
There was significant lack of uniformity among committee members
as to how they communicate decisions to the student body. Lutian said,
"Some changes, such as the structure
of the Colby Research Symposium
are on the College calendar. Lots of
topics we discuss are geared towards
long-term execution. Genera! overviews of our meetings are released
as minutes for members of the Colby
community to see." Tara Ttschio '15 ,
a member of the Admissions Committee said, "There is no report sending to
the SGA." She continued, "But then,
most decisions made by this committee
don 't affect the student body that much.
They are on that plane of student experience which the Colby community
has already passed." Yaverbaum said
that, "The SGA Administrative Assistant collects short committee reports
throughout the semester—we've done
this once and will do it again before
the end of the semester—and gives
that out to students. It is not the job of
the Administration or faculty on AAC.
specifically, or any committee, to disseminate this information."
As for the committees that haven ' t
met at all this year, Yav erbaum said
(fiat sometimes committees only
need to meet at specific instances or
during certain limes of the year and
so it is okay for diem not to meet on a
consistent basis.
Ov erall, committee members expressed a strong wish to represent
student input , but scheduling and
communication issues have prevented
many of the committees from making
nrotiress tins semester.

MEN'S SOCCER

FALL 2013
MULE PACK
WOMEN'S SOCCER
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Keith Chernin '15

HOMETOWN:
Brookline , MA
WHY: Chernin was the Mules'
best offensive player this season.
He led the team in scoring, tallying
three goalsand three assists, good
for nine points. In addition, his 23
shots were tops on the team.

COURTESY OF COLBY ATHLETICS

Cody Funkhouser '15
HOMETOWN:
Hopewell, NJ
WHY: Do not let the record fool
you; Funkhouser was the top
option in net for the Mules. He
started almost every NESCAC
match and posted an overall save
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percentage
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Jonathan Sommer '14
HOMETOWN:
Gauting, Germany
WHY: Sommer started everygame
on defense and provided strong
senior leadership. He was an important piece to the Mules' back-end
and even chipped in a pair of goals.
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COURTESY OF COLBY ATHLETICS

HOMETOWN:
Hopkinton, MA
WHY: CoCaptain Papadeilis was
the runaway scoring leader for the
Mules this year, with nearly twice
as many points as any of her
teammates. She put in six goals
and one assist in 14 games.

COURTESY OF COLBY ATHLETICS

Emily Brook '15

HOMETOWN:
Duxbury, MA
WHY: The third year goalkeeper
started in 15 games for the
Mules, frequently having to make
saves in the double digits. In the
last game of the season, she
,
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blocked
1
in a iloss .
to Middlebury.
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Annie Papadeilis '14
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Emily Anderson '14

HOMETOWN:
Grafton , MA
W HY: Striker and cocaptain Anderson was one of the most efficient
shooters onthe team, with only 7
strikes on net, but with two goals
and two assists.
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Luke Duncklee '15
COURTESY OF COLBY ATHLETICS

HOMETOWN:
Augusta, ME
WHY: The wideout led Colby with
61receptionsfor a total of 599
yards. His averageof 74.9 yards per
game was the highest on the team,
and his 6 TDs were more than all
other Colby receiverscombined.

COURTESY OFCOLBY ATHLETICS

Justin Ciero '16

HOMETOWN:
Chappaqua, NY
WHY: Ciero completed 60% of
his passes for 1454 yards with
lOtouchdowns for a QB rating of
120.41. He also led the Mules in
rushing attempts, yards and average yards per game with 118, 512,
and 64, respectively-
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Sarah Evans '16

HOMETOWN:
Duxbury, Mass.
WHY: The Mules ' starting
goaltender turned in another
star-caliber year, and was
awarded with a spot on the
all-regional first team , as
voted by national coaches.
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Megan Fbrtjer '16

HOMETOWN:
Falmouth, ME
WHY: Fortier s 29 points were
t
among tne Mu|es and mh
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Zach Padula '15

Misha Strage '16

HOMETOWN:
Coventry, Rl
WHY: Padulas primary contribution
came from his play on defense,
where he led the Mules in INT and
scored the only defensive TD.

HOMETOWN:
Westport . CT
WHY: Strage, a forward, was
second on the team in scoring,
having worked at over a point-pergame pace. She scored 7 goals,

Cross Country runners College shuts
heading to nationals down Rugby
By ECHO EDTORIALSTAFF
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Men s cross country runners, clockwise from top left: Charlie Coffman 15. Jeff Hale 'IS , Silas Eastman 7 7 and
David Chelimo 7 7 were the top four f inishers for their team last weekend, earning a hearth at nationals in Indiana.

By PETE CRONKITE

ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

"We 're pretty ecstatic." The
words came practically in unison
out of the mouths of men's cross
country co-captains Jeff Hale and
Charlie Coffman , both juniors.
Thanks in part to the team 's performance at the New England
Division III Championships this
past weekend, Coffman and Hale
will depart Thursday morning
with their fellow Mules for Hannover College , Indiana. There ,
they and five of their teammates
will represent Colby cross country at the national championships ,
a fantastic achievement for a
team that expected to use the autumn of 2013 as a rebuilding and
growth season. According to the
two, the upcoming trip to nationals will be the first time the team
has qualified for such a competition in cither of (heir lifetimes.
Joining the men 's team in Indiana will be three runners from
the women 's side. Team captain
and senior Kate Connolly took
27th place at regionals , finishing in just over 22 minutes , good
enough to earn herself a ticket to
Indiana as well as All-New England honors. Sophomore teammate Alanna McDonough was

also awarded an All-New England
merit; the underclassman 's time
of 21:41.65 set an all-time Colby record for women 's 6K cross
country runners, and put her in
14th place in the weekend's race.
Completing Ihe trio of nationallyqualifying female Mules was Cat
McClure '16. The speedy sophomore had just finished playing for
the soccer team this fall, and going into regionals had never run
a competitive cross country race
before. Though she is a member
of the track and field team , the
6K event was new to her, and her
raw athleticism served her well.
"She 's a really great story," Hale
noted. "Really cool to see." She
secured 23rd place , crossing the
finish line only about five seconds ahead of Connolly.
Youth and an abundance of
natural talent has been propelling
the men 's team as well. Firstyears David Chelimo and Silas
Eastman have been routinely
finishing first and second respectively among the Colb y men 's
runners this year, and regionals
was no different. Althoug h each
of the team 's top seven finished
strongl y, it was again Chelimo
and Eastman out in front. Hale
and Coffman followed, with Will
McCarthy '15 rounding out the
scoring side ol" the team. "[McCarthy ] was huge, he had a great
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race." Coffman said. "That fiveman spot is always really important and he came through." Senior Chris Greenlee and first-year
Griffin Gagnon took the last two
spots for the Mules , both coming
in at around the 27-minute mark.
With the quintet 's faster than
expected time , the Mules were
able to bump Bowdoin out of the
sixth spot in the rankings and
steal a qualification to nationals;
they were, in fact , only five points
behind Bates 's fifth-place. Indiana will , however, be no trifling
challenge . While New Eng land
Small College Athletic Conference (NESCAC) rivals Williams
and Middlcbury are familiar faces
who always challenge at nationals, there will be teams from the
Midwest that Colby will never
have seen before . "We 're just going to stick with the training that
got us here," Hale says. "Hopefully we can represent New England well and heat the top Midwest teams."
The team will have Thursday
and Friday to train with Coach
Jared Beers before Saturday 's big
test. "We kind of thought wc were
a year away," Hale said. "The
fact that we're getting to go is so
cool. " Coffman agreed: "We saw
our dreams for the future become
our goals , and then our goals become a reahly. "

Upcoming games
Men 's Ice Hockey vs. Bowdoin
Women's Ice Hockey at Bowdoin

Friday, November 22nd , 7pm
Friday, November 22nd , 7 pm

In a meeting in Lovejoy on Tuesday, Nov. 19, administrators from
Eustis and the Athletics Department
informed the Women's and Men's
rugby teams that the College would
no longer support the continued existence of the club, effective at the end
of the 2014 school year.
Speaking at the meeting. Vice
President for Academic Affairs Lori
Kletzer, Vice President for Student
Affairs Jim Terhune and Director of
Athletics Marcella Zalot explained
that the decision was made for financial reasons. In light of a growing
consciousness of brain trauma and
other health concerns in both amateur
and professional sports, the safety of
players has become of paramount
concern. This increased attention to
player safety has translated into an increased financial commitment on the
Administration's part.
Since the men's and women's
teams began in the late 1970s and
early 1980s, the club has run on a
relatively nominal budget that has
fallen in line with that of other club
sports. The new safety standards that
the school would require for the club's
continued operation would reportedly
raise yearly costs above tlie threshold
of six figures,
Kletzer, after consulting with Terhune and Zalot, said in an email to
both teams and their families, "I recommended to President Adams that
we stop suppporting the club and he
accepted my recommendation." In a
Ime that many players perceived as a
significant slight, Kletzer deemed that
the clubs were "not a high enough priority" for continued funding.
In order to continue operations
in perpituity, the clttb would need
to raise $2.5 million in endowment (the capital that this money
generates year-to-year in interest ,
etc. would comprise the yearly operating budget of the clubs). The
onus was placed on the clubs to
generate that capital.
The administrators were quick to
make clear that the decision was not
a punitive one. Both clubs have made
concerted efforts to improve their reputations on the field, off the field and
within the club's own administration.
Members of both teams were incensed at several aspects of the decision. The hasty manner in which
Kletzer. Zalot and Terhune revealed
the decision was perceived as disrespectful: Zalot called for the Tuesday
meeting in an email at approximately
4 p.m. the day before, and met with
the coaches and captains of both clubs
for 15 minutes prior to meeting with
the rest of the members.
Furthermore, no indication w as gi\ -

en at the beginning of the season (or in
previous years) that this decision was
a possibility. The fall season got off to
a late and rocky start after lackluster
administative support, reported in a
September issue of the Echo, cost not
only both clubs an opportunity to play
their opening game, but ulimately cost
the women's team an opportunity to
advance to the regional tournament at
the end of the season.
Furthermore, players felt that the
College has failed repeatedly to recognize not only the legitimacy of the
rugby clubs, but also the value that
they bring to campus. Team alumnus
Nick Zeller "13 said, "[Colby Rugby
Football Club] helped me find the
sense of community that Colby prides
itself on.... If Colby Rugby dies, a
piece of Colby's soul dies with if "
Max Kanner '13, a former captain of
the club, was fervent in his ultimatum
that, "If the College goes through with
this decision I will not donate to the
College. Period."
The teams do not lack the understanding that the club is a significant financial investment, and that
difficult decisions must be made
in any case of prioritizing expenditures. Members past and present,
however, believe that the value the
club brings to the College justifies
its cost. Jacob Marx '13 said, "If
you've ever administered anything,
you know there is never enough
money to go around, but it 's a slippery slope to judge which things are
essential and which are not."
The prevailing sentiment among
current players and club alumni has
been disappointment in the Administration taking away a vitally important
part of their experience on the Hill.
Tanya Kureishi ' 17 said, "Rugby isn't
just a sport to me, it's a family.... I
wouldn't be able to describe Colby to
an outsider without including Colby
Rugby and its impact on me, and 1
truly hope that I will never have to."
Carly Hallowell '13, another former
captain, spoke of the bonds forged on
the rugby field: "When you've battled
for every point, when you 've made
every bone-crunching tackle and
every grinding scrum count, w hen
you've believed in every single man
or woman around you and dug deep
into the reserves of your soul, you can
look each other in the eye and know
that your crown may have been taken
away, but not without a fight."
The club plans to fight the Administration's decision to cease rugby
operations, and, if Uiey fail to change
Eustis' choice, will raise the money to
continue existence.
In the teams' estimation, tlie Administration has not adequately valued the teams " efforts to contribute to
Ihe College. Said Daniel Nesvcl '16
of the decision, "F**k that."

